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Wave-particle Velocities'
Kern E. Kenyon
Graduate School of Oceanography
University of Rhode I sland
Kingston, Rhode Island 0288I

Shonting ( I 966, I 967, 1968) has measured a number of ocean-wave particle velocities at Buzzards Bay Entrance Light Station (BBELS) with a ducted
current meter. [Other methods of measuring orbital velocities of sea waves
have been reviewed by Bowden and White ( 1966)]. Several of Shonting's observations can be explained by the relationship between the vertical-velocity
spectrum h(w; z) at depth z and the surface-displacement spectrum f(w):

h(w; z)

=

f(w) [w 2 exp (2w 2 z /g)],-

co~

z

o;

here w is the angular frequency and g is the acceleration of gravity; the total
water depth is assumed large compared with all wave lengths. The validity of
(1) can be checked by noting that the mean total energy per unit area (which
is half kinetic) is (!g ~:f(w) dw and that the mean kinetic energy per unit
area (to which the vertical velocity contributes half) is

d:[ ~h(w; z)dz]dw;
0

-<X>

here (! is the water density.
By taking the derivative of ( 1) with respect to frequency, it is seen that, if
f(w) has a single maximum at wo, then the maximum of h(w; z) moves steadily
toward lower frequencies with increasing depth and the two maxima coincide
in frequency at the depth given by 1 + 2 w~ z/g = o. This agrees with Shonting's (1968) observed (red) shift of the peak in the vertical-velocity spectrum
toward lower frequencies with increasing depth. Shon ting ( 1968) has also
found that in a number of cases the peaks in the vertical-velocity and surfacedisplacement spectra occurred at the same frequency. In Fig. 1, both of the
observed peaks occur at wo / 2n = 0.25 cps, and since z = - 3 m, 1 + 2 w~ z /g
= o within the frequency resolution of ± 0.05 cps.
1. Accepted for publication and submitted to press 18 May 1970.
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Observed surface-displacement spectrum f (v) and vertical-velocity spectrum It (v; - 3 m)
at 3 m (from Shonting 1968: fig. 9) and predicted It (v; -3 m) as functions of frequency v.

Fig. 1 shows both the observed vertical-velocity spectrum h(v; - 3 m) (v =
w/2n) at 3 m based on measurements at 1457-1501 hours and the observed
surface spectrum/(v) based on measurements on the same day at 1600-1610
hours; the wind was steady during the intervening hour. Also shown is the
predicted vertical-velocity spectrum based on ( 1) and the observed f(v). The
observed and predicted h(v; - 3 m) agree over the (important) frequency range
o. 1 5 :,:; v:,:; 0.4 5 cps. The observed curve is higher than the predicted curve for
v < o. 15 cps; this is probably due to low-frequency currents not associated with
wind waves. [Shon ting ( 1968: fig. 6) has shown that at low frequencies the
vertical-velocity spectra are relatively insensitive to instrument depth.] The
observed curve is also higher than the predicted curve for v > 0.45 cps; this
might be due to high-frequency currents or to turbulence not associated with
a surface displacement.
Fig. 2 shows the observed values of variance in vertical velocity a2 (z) vs.
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Observed variance of vertical velocity <f' (z) (from Shooting 1968: fig. 4) and predicted
<f' (z) as functions of depth z for two wind speeds: 6 m/ sec and 8 m/ sec.

depth as well as two predicted curves. The predicted a 2 (z) curves are based on
(i) the definition

az(z) = ~: h(w; z)dw,
(ii) equation ( 1 ), and (iii) the empirical Pierson and Moskowitz ( 1964) spectrum for fully developed seas (no surface displacement measurements were
made with these particular data)

f(w) = (rx.g 2 Jw5) exp [ -(3(g/f/w)4],
where rx. = 8.o x 10-3, p = 0.75, and the two wind speeds used are f/ = 6m/sec
and f/ = 8 m/sec. All but two of the observed points lie between the predicted
curves. The trend of the points toward higher values with increasing depth
relative to the curves is probably due to the large constant low-frequency level
of the vertical-velocity spectra. The fact that the BBELS-11 series for f/ ~
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9.5 m/sec ENE li es between the curves for /7 = 6 and /7 = 8 m/sec is undoubtedly due to the fact that the waves were severely fetch-limited. Cuttyhunk I sland is about 7 km ENE (upwind) of BBELS, which is one tenth of
the fetch necessary for fully developed seas in a IO m/sec wind (Kinsman
1965).
The in frequency dependence for 0.4 v 1.4 cps found by Shon ting( 1968)
in an observed vertical-velocity spectrum measured at 0.5 m depth cannot readily be explained by ( 1). According to ( 1), if at high frequ encies the surface
spectrum f (v) decreases with increasing frequency as v- 5 , which is expected
from observations and from theory for fully developed or equilibrium conditions (Phillips 1966 ), then the vertical-velocity spectrum h (v; z) decreases with
increasing frequency as v- 3 at the mean surface (z = o) and decreases exponentially with increasing frequency at finite depth. However, the observations
used were for variable conditions; the winds varied from 7.3 m/sec ENE to
14 m/sec WNW in a 15-hour period, and the fetch varied from 7 to 12 km.
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